
 
 
 

“CODE WAVE” - FRONT END WEB DEVELOPMENT COURSE SYLLABUS 

Who this course is for:  

1. NEW TO THE FIELD OF CODING  
As long as you have experience using a computer and the drive, you can learn how to use HTML, CSS and Javascript to 
build custom websites from scratch.  

2. ENTREPRENEURS AND STARTUPS  
Gain the skills you need to prototype and develop the elements of your MVP or create a showcase for your product / idea.  

3. NEW CAREER  
Looking to get into web development as a new career? Smart move! This skill set is in high demand, and can be learned 
without prior coding experience.  

4. UX DESIGNERS OR DATABASE DESIGNERS  
Get practical skills to help realize your UX design, or supplement your knowledge of back end coding with functional user 
interfaces.  

Weekly Breakdown  

Week 1 Intro to HTML & CSS  
Intro to Web Development HTML/CSS Basics/Page 
Layout Advanced CSS: Complex Selectors Advanced CSS: 
The Box Model Bootstrap, Responsiveness and Grid-Based 
Design  

 

Week 3 Advanced Web Development  
Programming Paradigms & Web Development 
Understanding RESTful APIs and the JSON data format 
Introduction to the Fetch API and making API requests 
Parsing JSON data and displaying it on a webpage 
Hands-on project using data from an API 

 

Week 2 Intro to Javascript  
JavaScript & Computational Thinking Manipulating the 
DOM Conditional Statements & Loops Objects, Functions, & 
Arrays jQuery Version Control & Static Hosting  

 

Week 4 Using APIs  
Intro to Databases Object Oriented Javascript Portfolio 
Completion  
GitHub for code storage & collaboration 
 

 

What This Course Is  

The course is a detailed introduction to the world of front-end web development, programming, and computational thinking. 
The final outcome is to design and build a website(s) of your choice using HTML/CSS and JavaScript, along with more 
advanced frameworks such as Bootstrap and jQuery. A successful graduate of CodeWave will be able to:  

• Demonstrate understanding of all HTML/CSS and JavaScript topics covered throughout the course.  
• Apply knowledge gained during this course towards building a website from scratch.  
• Incorporate frameworks and scripts in the design of a website that is compatible with modern browsers and devices  

We encourage creativity and improvisation - you do the dreaming and we’ll help you code it!  



 
 

What this course also is:  

• A fantastic stand alone skill for anyone living in today’s world  
• A great entry point for anyone considering becoming a “full stack” developer  
• A strong continuing education and development course for anyone in marketing, advertising or businesses are heavily 
reliant on marketing and advertising.  

 

COURSE DETAILS: (not necessarily by day)  

1 INTRODUCTION TO WEB DEVELOPMENT AND BUILDING WEB PAGES  
Define how DNS servers, web servers and web browsers work together to deliver interactive web pages Describe a 
typical web production workflow and name the responsibilities designated to each of the various roles Manage files using a 
text editor Identify the Doctype in an HTML document and indicate whether the document is HTML5 Differentiate 
between the use of HTML and CSS. Apply best practices such as including CSS in a separate file, and avoid using both 
embedded and inline CSS styles  
 

2 MORE HTML /CSS BASICS  
Apply HTML tags: <head> <link>, <script>, <style>, <meta> to web pages Apply tags to HTML document to effectively 
section content Identify deprecated HTML and practice the use of more flexible alternatives with CSS Differentiate 
between the various image file types and basic web color principles: RBG, CMYK, hexadecimal color Experiment with 
basic CSS properties such as: background, fonts, and text to style a web page Connect to a web server via an FTP client; 
manage files both locally and remotely  

 
3 ADVANCED CSS  
Define CSS Box Model, and demonstrates ability to properly manipulate elements using padding, margin, and border 
Ability to use the browser web inspector to view page source and debug code Differentiate between classes and IDs and 
choose the best selector Explain CSS “cascade” including importance, specificity and inheritance  
 

4 PAGE LAYOUT AND IMPLEMENTING SEO  
Describe SEO best-practices related to HTML markup and content optimization Ability to develop a web page using the 
following regions: header, footer, sidebar, and multi-column layouts  
 

5 PAGE LAYOUT  
Apply the header, footer, sidebar, and multi-column layout regions to develop a web page Experiment and predict effects 
of floats and clearing CSS positioning  

 

6 NAVIGATION & CODING STANDARDS  
Apply HTML and CSS to style first-level navigation structure Evaluate and improve existing or “legacy” code when taking 
on a work in progress  

 



 
 

 

7 CODE ALONG  
Create a web site with linked pages using HTML/CSS best practices  
 

8 GRID BASED DESIGN AND TYPOGRAPHY  
Describe benefits of grid-based design and experiment using a grid system to develop a web page Explain fundamental 
principles of web typography, and operate non-web-safe typography into a project  
 

9 MOBILE WEB DEVELOPMENT: MEDIA QUERIES AND RESPONSIVE DESIGN  
Discuss benefits of developing for handheld devices Experiment with media queries to adapt content for different screen 
sizes using CSS  
 

10 HTML5 AND CSS3 TAGS AND CODE REVIEW  
Apply HTML5 / CSS3 specific tags to a webpage Assess and evaluate HTML/CSS code quality of peers Support others in 
improving their code  
 

11 INTRODUCING JAVASCRIPT  
Define the uses of JavaScript in a website Identify JavaScript in a web page (via link and embed code) Apply interactive 
components to previous HTML/CSS web pages Use GitHub application to pull and push from a repository  
 

12 COMPUTATIONAL THINKING: VARIABLES AND CONDITIONAL LOGIC  
Define computational thinking and translate instruction into basic pseudo code Create and assign values to four different 
types of data (Strings, Numbers, Arrays, Booleans); apply functions to convert data Differentiate between null and 
undefined variables Perform basic arithmetic using JS code (add / subtract / multiply /divide) Experiment with web 
developer tools to debug JavaScript source code Identify when to use conditional logic, and practice correct syntax to 
produce different outcomes  
 

13 COMPUTATIONAL THINKING AND LOOPS  
Apply a loop to JS file that affects the front-end of a web page Differentiate between types of loops  
 

14 FUNCTIONS AND JAVASCRIPT OBJECTS  
Differentiate between anonymous and named functions Implement a self-executing function Identify and create objects in 
JavaScript Recognize and create JSON strings in addition to translate objects into JSON strings  
 

15 THE DOM AND SELECTORS  
Define Document Object Model (DOM) Demonstrate how to manipulate the DOM  

 
 

 



 
 

 

FINAL PROJECT:  
The final outcome for CODE WAVE is to design and build a website of your choice using HTML/CSS and JavaScript. You 
will demonstrate your knowledge of how to structure, style, and make your site interactive. The result is a site or series of 
sites that can be used in your portfolio.  

The objective of the final project is to:  

Demonstrate understanding of all HTML/CSS and JavaScript topics covered throughout the course Apply knowledge gained 
during this course by building a modern website from scratch Combine technical and design skills to create a website that is 
compatible with the latest modern browsers and devices. Utilize “best practices” in both coding and current trends in styling 
so your work is commensurate with commercial websites in use today. 

  

OUTCOMES:  
Beach Coders has relationships with several hiring partners including "TripleByte" will direct graduates to their hiring 
program(s) for full time job placement in fortune 500 companies seeking front end web developers.  

If you are interested in enrolling in CODE WAVE or have any other questions on courses, content and schedules - Contact 
us at support@beachcoders.com or Call 424-254-9650  


